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ABSTRACT
Background A synergy between radiotherapy and anti- 
cytotoxic- T- lymphocyte- associated antigen 4 (anti- CTLA-4) 
monoclonal antibody has been demonstrated preclinically. 
The Mel- Ipi- Rx phase 1 study aimed to determine the 
maximum tolerated dose (MTD) and safety profile of 
radiotherapy combined with ipilimumab in patients with 
metastatic melanoma.
Patients and methods A 3+3 dose escalation design 
was used with 9, 15, 18 and 24 Gy dose of radiotherapy 
at week 4 combined with 10 mg/kg ipilimumab every 3 
weeks for four doses. Patients with evidence of clinical 
benefit at week 12 were eligible for maintenance with 
ipilimumab 10 mg/kg every 12 weeks starting at week 24 
until severe toxicity or disease progression. The database 
lock occurred on April 30, 2019. Tumor growth rate of 
irradiated lesions and non- irradiated lesions were analyzed 
to assess the systemic immunologic antitumor response. 
Blood immune monitoring was performed before and 
during treatment to determine if radiotherapy could modify 
ipilimumab pharmacodynamics.
Results 19 patients received ipilimumab between August 
2011 and July 2015. Nine patients received the four 
doses of ipilimumab. All patients received the combined 
radiotherapy. Grade 3 adverse events occurred in nine 
patients, the most common being colitis and hepatitis. No 
drug- related death occurred. Dose limiting toxicity occurred 
in two of six patients in the cohort receiving 15 Gy. The MTD 
was 9 Gy. Two patients had complete response, three had 
partial response response and seven had stable disease, 
giving an objective response rate of 31% and a clinical 
benefit rate of 75% at week 24. The median duration of 
follow- up was 5.8 years (Q1=4.5; Q3=6.8). The median 
overall survival (95% CI) was estimated at 0.9 years (0.5–2). 
The median progression- free survival (PFS) (95% CI) was 
0.4 (0.2–1.4). Radiotherapy combined with ipilimumab was 
associated with increased CD4+ and CD8+ICOS+ T cells. 
Increased CD8+ was significantly associated with PFS.

Conclusion When combined with ipilimumab at 10 mg/
kg, the MTD of radiotherapy was 9 Gy. This combination 
of ipilimumab and radiotherapy appears to be associated 
with antitumor activity. Increased CD8+ was significantly 
associated with PFS. Thus, immune biomarkers may be 
useful for early response evaluation.
Trial registration number NCT01557114.

INTRODUCTION
Immunotherapy using immune checkpoint 
inhibition has revolutionized the manage-
ment of patients with advanced stage mela-
noma and is an emerging approach for many 
other cancers.1 The first immune check-
point inhibitor that was developed was ipili-
mumab.2 Ipilimumab targets the cytotoxic 
T- lymphocyte- associated antigen 4 (CTLA-4) 
and significantly improves the overall survival 
in patients with metastatic melanoma.2 3 
However, the objective response rate (ORR) 
and the disease control rates (proportion 
of patients with a partial response (PR) or 
complete response (CR) or stable disease 
(SD)) are relatively low (10.9% and 28.5%, 
respectively).3 As such, increased interest 
has been drawn to enhance the induction of 
systemic immune responses of ipilimumab 
by combining it with radiotherapy.4–6 One 
of the rationale put forward to combine 
these therapies is that ipilimumab is able 
to deplete T- regulatory cells (Treg cells) 
through antibody- dependent cell cytotoxicity 
and, consequently, increases the CD8 T cell 
to Treg ratio, whereas radiotherapy promotes 
the diversity of the T- cell receptor (TCR) 
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repertoire of intratumoral T cells.7–10 When combined, 
ipilimumab promotes the expansion of T cells, while 
radiation enhances the TCR repertoire of the expanded 
peripheral clones.4 Ipilimumab at a dose of 3 mg/kg is 
approved in several countries for the treatment of unre-
sectable or metastatic melanoma. In a recent prospective 
phase 1 study, 35 patients were treated with ipilimumab 3 
mg/kg combined with concurrent or sequential stereo-
tactic ablative radiotherapy.11 Dose limiting toxicities 
(DLTs) and grade 3 toxicities were reported in 6% and 
34% of patients, respectively. PR and clinical benefit 
were reported in 10% and 23% of patients, respectively. 
However, few clinical studies were conducted to assess the 
efficacy of ipilimumab 10 mg/kg combined with radio-
therapy,11–15 although overall survival was significantly 
improved with the ipilimumab 10 mg/kg monotherapy 
compared with the 3 mg/kg dose.2 Here, we present the 
phase 1 ‘Mel Ipi Rx’ study investigating the safety and effi-
cacy of ipilimumab 10 mg/kg combined with radiotherapy 
in patients with metastatic melanoma. Although the treat-
ment landscape of patients with advanced melanoma 
has changed since this study was initiated, the increased 
survival benefit of ipilimumab 10 mg/kg compared with 
3 mg/kg suggests that the clinical utility of ipilimumab 
in refractory patients with high unmet medical need 
could warrant further assessment. The primary objective 
of this study was to determine the maximum tolerated 
dose (MTD), DLT and the recommended phase 2 dose 
(RPTD) of radiotherapy administered in combination 
with ipilimumab at a dose of 10 mg/kg in patients with 
metastatic melanoma. The secondary objectives were to 
determine the adverse event (AE) profiles, to describe 
the preliminary antitumor activity following escalating 
doses of radiation combined to ipilimumab using the 
immune- related response criteria (irRC) and to evaluate 
the overall survival in patients treated with this combi-
nation. The exploratory objectives were to evaluate the 
systemic immunologic antitumor response and factors 
influencing this response.

METHODS
Patients
Eligible patients had unresectable locally advanced or 
metastatic melanoma with at least one measurable metas-
tasis accessible to radiotherapy. Subcutaneous nodules and 
lymph nodes were considered as targets for irradiation. 
Tumor lesions located within vital organs or gastrointes-
tinal tract were not considered as target for radiotherapy. 
All patients had measurable and non- measurable disease 
evaluable according to irRC. Patients were ≥18 years of 
age, were able to give written informed consent, had 
Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group (ECOG) perfor-
mance status of 0 to 1 and had normal renal and liver 
functions on blood tests. Patients were excluded if they 
had one of the following criteria: (1) suspected or known 
central nervous system tumors including brain metas-
tasis, (2) any other malignancy with a disease- free for less 

than 5 years, (3) an autoimmune disease, (4) a history of 
prior treatment with ipilimumab, (5) prior radiotherapy 
within the same body area or (6) radiotherapy in fields 
containing flat bones (volume >35%). If chemotherapy 
or immunotherapy were previously used, a wash- out 
period of 2 weeks at least was required before the first 
administration of ipilimumab.

Study design
This phase I, 3+3 dose escalation study evaluated the 
MTD of radiotherapy in combination with ipilimumab 
in patients with unresectable locally advanced or meta-
static malignant melanoma. Eligible patients received 
ipilimumab at 10 mg/kg at weeks 1, 4, 7 and 10 for a 
total of four doses, at 3- week intervals (online supple-
mentary figure S1). Patients without progressive disease 
(PD) who tolerated the treatment continued ipilimumab 
dosing in 12- week intervals until progression or with-
drawal of consent. Radiotherapy was delivered on week 
4 (on Monday, Tuesday and Friday), at the time of the 
second cycle of ipilimumab, on measurable, superfi-
cial lesions including subcutaneous nodules and lymph 
nodes. Radiotherapy was delivered using >4 MV photons 
or electrons with standard field encompassing. Maximal 
field had to be at least 5×5 cm but not be more than 
10×10 cm maximal dimensions on a lesion. Millimetric 
margins were used to take into account microscopic 
spreading and patient movements (clinical and planning 
target volumes of 5 mm). Dose escalation of ionizing 
radiation was planned in cohorts of three to six patients 
depending on the occurrence of DLTs during the first 
combination treatment cycle. A hypofractionated radia-
tion regimen (higher doses per fraction) was used. Dose 
escalation was used with total doses of 9, 15, 18 and 24 
Grays (Gy) administered in three fractions every Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday and planned in cohorts of three to 
six patients depending on the occurrence of DLTs from 
week 4 to week 10. A minimum deadline of 48 hours 
between two radiotherapy sessions had to be respected. If 
necessary, the radiotherapy could be put back to Tuesday- 
Thursday- Saturday. Given the small size of the radiation 
field, and the fact that irradiated lesions were superficial, 
vital organs and gastrointestinal tract were not involved in 
the irradiated field.

Toxicities were evaluated according to the Common 
Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events (CTCAE) 
version 4.0. DLT observation period ranged from week 
4 to 10. Any toxicity before the start of radiotherapy was 
not considered as a DLT but as a toxicity from ipilimumab 
alone. The DLT was defined by the appearance of at least 
one of the following study combination- related event 
within 6 weeks: (1) grade 4 vomiting, diarrhea or gastro-
intestinal bleeding; (2) grade 3 or 4 non- hematologic 
toxicity (excluding grade 3 nausea, vomiting, diarrhea 
and transient fever); or (3) grade 3 or 4 radiation derma-
titis (except if return to grade ≤2 within 2 weeks). If 
none of the first three subjects in a given dosing cohort 
had experienced DLT, dose escalation was realized. If 
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one of the first three subjects in a given dosing cohort 
had experienced DLT, an additional three subjects were 
enrolled to that dose level before further escalation was 
considered. A dose escalation was realized if none of 
these additional three subjects had experienced DLT. If 
two of the first three subjects in a given dosing cohort 
had experienced DLT, dose escalation was stopped. Dose 
escalation was continued until one- third or more of the 
subjects at a particular dose level experienced DLT or up 
to the fourth cohort. This was considered the maximum 
administered dose (MAD). The MTD was defined as the 
highest dose at which less than one- third of the subjects 
experienced DLT. The RPTD was defined as the MTD 
or the dose that was considered to give the optimal clin-
ical and/or immunological results. Tumor assessments 
consisting of CT scans and assessment of skin lesions were 
performed at weeks 12, 24 and every 12 weeks thereafter 
until the patient withdrew from the study or entered the 
follow- up phase. MRI or CT scan of the brain had to be 
realized when clinically indicated. Evidence of PD was 
confirmed by a second assessment performed 4–6 weeks 
later. Definitions of lesions were based on irRC. Measur-
able lesions were defined as lesions that could be accu-
rately measured in two perpendicular diameters, with at 
least one diameter ≥20 mm and the other dimension ≥10 
mm. It was possible to consider skin lesions if they were 
measurable. All measurable lesions, up to a maximum of 
5 lesions per organ and 10 lesions in total were identi-
fied as index lesions, measured and recorded at screening 
and follow- up. The index lesions were representative of 
all involved organs. Non- index lesions corresponded to 
measurable lesions that were recorded and evaluated 
at the same assessment time points as the index lesions 
and that were irradiated according to the trial irradiation 
design.

Blood immune monitoring
Blood samples were collected at baseline (T0), at week 
4 (W4) (before second injection of ipilimumab) and at 
week 6 (W6) (after radiotherapy and before third injec-
tion of ipilimumab) (online supplementary figure S2). 
Phenotyping was performed on fresh whole blood, and 
peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) isolated by 
Ficoll density gradient were frozen for later analyses. Data 
analysis from standard blood tests was realized to esti-
mate the derived neutrophil to lymphocyte ratio (dNLR) 
at baseline, W4 and W6 to see whether or not granulo-
cytes could impact the prognosis of patients. Whole 
blood or PBMCs were incubated with fluorochrome- 
conjugated antibodies for 15 min at room tempera-
ture or at 4°C, respectively, followed by 20 min of lysis 
(Versalyse, Beckman Coulter, Mervue, Galway, Ireland). 
The following fluorochrome- conjugated antibodies were 
used: fluorescein isothiocyanate anti- ICOS (CD278, 
clone: DX29), phycoerythrin (PE)- conjugated anti- CD25 
(clone: B1.49.9), allophycocyanin- cyanine 7 (APC- Cy7)- 
conjugated CD45RA (clone: HI100), phycoerythrin- 
cyanine 7 (PE- Cy7)- conjugated anti- CD45RA (clone: 

2H4), allophycocyanin Alexa Fluor 700 (AA700)- 
conjugated anti- CD3 (clone: UCHT1), Pacific Blue 
(PB)- conjugated anti- CD4 (clone: 13B8.2) and Krome 
orange- conjugated anti- CD8 (clone: B9.11) were obtained 
from Beckman Coulter. Stained cells were acquired using 
a FACS Canto II cytometer (BD Bioscience) or a Gallios 
Cytometer (Beckman Coulter) and analyzed using 
Kaluza software (Beckman Coulter). Conventional T cells 
(CD3+CD4+ and CD3+CD8+) were, respectively, defined 
by CCR7+CD45RA+ for naïve T cells, CCR7+CD45RA- 
for central memory T cells (TCM), CCR7-CD45RA- for 
effector T cells (TEM) and CCR7-CD45RA+ for terminally 
differentiated T cells (TEMRA). Treg cells were defined 
as CD3+CD127lowCD25+.

Tumor growth rate analysis
To assess the systemic immunologic antitumor response, 
tumor growth rate (TGR) of irradiated lesions and non- 
irradiated lesions were analyzed. Briefly, TGR estimates 
the variation in tumor volume over time using each 
patient as his own control and has shown to be inter-
esting to identify the specific therapeutic effect of a treat-
ment regardless of the disease course of each patient.16 17 
TGR was expressed as a percentage increase in tumor 
volume during 1 month, in accordance with Hiniker et 
al,11 using the following formula: TGR=100 [exp[(3.Log(Dt/

Dt0))/t] −1], with D0=tumor size defined as the sum of the 
longest diameters of the lesions at baseline; Dt=tumor size 
defined as the sum of the longest diameters of the lesions 
at the time (t) of evolution evaluation (in months).

TGR=100 [exp(3.Log(Dt/Dt0)/t)−1].
The TGR was computed for irradiated lesions (TGRirr), 

and non- irradiated target lesions defined by the radiolo-
gist for the irRC evaluation (TGRnon- irr) for two treatment 
periods when data were available: (1) the Reference- TGR 
(REF- TGR), assessed before the onset of the treatment 
using the baseline CT and a CT realized before the base-
line (prebaseline CT), (2) the Experimental- TGR (EXP- 
TGR), assessed between the onset of the treatment and 
the first evaluation. The TGR was computed using the 
same target lesions at each evaluation time. A positive 
value of the EXP- TGR reflected a bigger lesion at the 
first evaluation than at baseline. Therefore, new lesions 
related to PD were not included in the TGR computation. 
Difference between EXP- TGR and REF- TGR was used 
to assess the effect of the treatment (ΔTGR=EXP TGR−
REF- TGR), a negative value reflecting a slowdown of the 
natural course of the disease (ie, a slower tumor growth 
or a tumor response) between the two periods.

Statistical analysis
Demographic and baseline characteristics were summa-
rized for all registered subjects using descriptive statis-
tics. Toxicity grades per subject were tabulated for AEs 
and on- study laboratory measurements by using the NCI 
CTCAE version 4.0. Analyses of efficacy endpoints were 
based on all subjects evaluable for efficacy.
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The Kaplan- Meier method was used to estimate overall 
survival and immune- related progression- free survival 
(PFS). Overall survival was defined as the time from treat-
ment initiation to the date of death or date of last follow- up 
in persons alive at last follow- up. Immune- related progres-
sion was defined according to irRC. An event was defined 
as progression or death whichever comes first. PFS was 
defined as the time from treatment initiation to the date 
of occurrence of the event. Follow- up of patients who did 
not experience was censored at the date of last evaluation. 
Duration of follow- up was estimated using the Schemper 
and Smith method.18 All statistical analyses were done 
using SAS software V.9.4.

Evolution of innate immune cells was analyzed using 
GraphPAD PRISM software: values at W4 and at W6 were 
described and compared with baseline by using Friedman 
test followed by Dunn's multiple comparisons test.

Study oversight
The study was conducted in accordance with the protocol, 
Good Clinical Practice guidelines and the provisions of 
the Declaration of Helsinki. All patients provided written 
informed consent.

RESULTS
Patient population
Nineteen patients with advanced melanoma were treated 
at Gustave Roussy in the Mel- Ipi- Rx phase 1 trial between 
August 2011 and July 2015 (online supplementary table 
S1). The database lock occurred on April 30, 2019. Nine 
patients received the four doses of ipilimumab and two 
patients received maintenance ipilimumab (one and two 
cycles, respectively). All patients received the combined 
radiotherapy at week 4 in three fractions. Thirteen patients 
were enrolled at dose level 1 (9 Gy) and six patients at 
dose level 2 (15 Gy). Demographic data of patients are 
summarized in table 1. Overall, 8 patients presented 
visceral metastases (M1c), 10 had elevated level of lactate 
dehydrogenase (LDH), 10 tumors were BRAF mutated 
and none had a history of brain metastases. All patients 
had received systemic therapy previously. Prior therapy 
included chemotherapy in 7 patients, BRAF inhibitors 
in 8 patients, radiotherapy in 1 patient and surgery in 
16 patients, respectively, and all of them were immune 
checkpoint inhibitor naïve. Irradiation was delivered on 
subcutaneous lesions in 10 patients (8 and 2 patients in 
the cohorts treated with 9 and 15 Gy, respectively) and 
on lymph nodes in 9 patients (5 and 4 patients in the 
cohorts treated with 9 and 15 Gy, respectively) (online 
supplementary table S2). The average irradiated tumor 
volumes were relatively homogeneous with a median of 
34 mm (IQR 34–46.5).

Safety
All patients presented at least one AE of any grade. These 
AEs were felt to be probably related to ipilimumab. The 
role of concurrent radiotherapy on these AEs was difficult 

to assess. However, no radiation- induced necrosis or local 
symptoms were observed inside the radiation field. AEs of 
all grades are summarized in table 2, regardless of their 
attribution.

Asthenia was the most commonly reported AE of any 
grade. It occurred in 14 patients. Among them, nine 
patients were treated in the 9 Gy cohort and five patients 
in the 15 Gy cohort. The median time to onset of asthenia 
was 4 (Q1- Q3=4–10) weeks, and the median duration was 
10 (Q1- Q3=4–19) weeks. The other most common AEs of 

Table 1 Patient baseline characteristics

Characteristics

Overall population

N=19

  No. (%)

Sex   

Male 10 (53)

Female 9 (47)

Age (years)   

Median 58

Range (35–85)

Mutation BRAF status   

Non- mutant 8 (42)

Mutant 10 (53)

Unknown 1 (5)

Lactate dehydrogenase   

Normal* 10 (53)

Elevated 9 (47)

M staging: extent of metastases   

M0 3 (16)

M1a 2 (11)

M1b 6 (32)

M1c 8 (42)

Brain metastases   

No 19 (100)

Yes 0 (0)

Site of irradiated lesions   

Lymph nodes 9 (47)

Subcutaneous nodules 10 (53)

Visceral organs 0 (0)

Previous treatments†   

No prior systemic treatment 0 (0)

Ipilimumab 0 (0)

Chemotherapy 7 (37)

Anti- BRAF 8 (24)

Radiotherapy 1 (5)

Surgery 16 (84)

*The normal range for lactate dehydrogenase is <247 UI/L.
†All patients were naïve to immune checkpoint inhibitors.
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any grade included diarrhea, disease- related pain, fever, 
nausea and vomiting.

Thirteen patients discontinued the study owing to 
treatment- related AEs (nine patients in the cohort 
receiving 9 Gy and four patients in the cohort receiving 
15 Gy). Nine of these 13 patients had AEs of grade 3. 
Multiple AEs of grade 3 occurred in some patients. AEs of 
grade 3 included colitis (n=2), hepatitis (n=2), asthenia 
(n=2), thyroid disorders (n=1), DRESS (drug rash with 
eosinophilia and systemic symptoms) syndrome (n=1) 
and nausea/vomiting (n=1). Online supplementary table 
S3 presents the grade 3 and grade 4 events for each dose 
level for all events. There were no treatment- related 
deaths.

Four of the 13 patients who discontinued the study did 
not have grade 3 or 4 AEs. Indeed, three patients had 
grade 2 colitis associated with (1) either contraindica-
tion to corticosteroids because of uncontrolled diabetes 
mellitus, or (2) complete remission after four cycles of 
ipilimumab leading to regular follow- up without mainte-
nance ipilimumab. One patient had a grade 2 asthenia 
after four cycles of ipilimumab, leading to regular 
follow- up without maintenance ipilimumab.

Dose escalation and DLTs
Eighteen patients were evaluable for DLTs in this study 
(12 patients in the cohort treated with 9 Gy and 6 patients 
in the cohort treated with 15 Gy). Among them, four 
patients experienced DLTs. All the DLTs occurred outside 
the radiation field.

In the cohort treated with 9 Gy, 2 of 12 evaluable 
patients experienced DLTs after two cycles of ipilim-
umab combined with radiotherapy. Indeed, one of these 
patients presented grade 3 hepatitis, and the other one 
presented grade 3 colitis with grade 3 hypokalemia, 
grade 3 anorexia and grade 3 thyroid disorders. In both 
patients, the three fractions of radiotherapy (on Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday) were delivered on week 4. DLTs 
led to permanent ipilimumab discontinuation in both 
patients.

In the cohort treated with 15 Gy, two of the six eval-
uable patients experienced a DLT after two and three 
cycles of ipilimumab, respectively, combined with radio-
therapy. One of these patients presented grade 3 hepa-
titis, and the other one presented grade 3 colitis with 
unusually normal macroscopic colonoscopy but a total 
villous atrophy mimicking celiac disease on biopsies. In 
both patients, the 3 radiotherapy fractions (on Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday) were delivered on week 4. DLTs 
led to permanent ipilimumab discontinuation in both 
patients.

The MTD of radiotherapy was thus 9 Gy when combined 
with ipilimumab 10 mg/kg in the present design. Conse-
quently, the RPTD of radiotherapy administered in 
combination with ipilimumab at 10 mg/kg in patients 
with metastatic melanoma was 9 Gy.

Clinical outcomes
At the time of analysis, the median duration of follow- up 
was 5.8 years (Q1=4.5; Q3=6.8). The median overall 
survival (95% CI) was estimated at 0.9 years (0.5–2). The 
median PFS (95% CI) was 0.4 (0.2–1.4). Figure 1 shows 
Kaplan- Meier median overall survival and PFS curves with 
95% CI. According to irRC, the best response within the 
trial was CR for two patients (both in the cohort receiving 
9 Gy), PR for three patients (two patients in the cohort 
receiving 9 Gy and one patient in the cohort receiving 15 
Gy) and SD for seven patients (six patients in the cohort 
receiving 9 Gy and one patient in the cohort receiving 
15 Gy), giving an ORR of 31% and a clinical benefit rate 
of 75% at week 24 (online supplementary table S2). The 
initial melanoma staging of the patients who had CR was 
M1a for one patient (multiple subcutaneous nodules) 
and M1c (multiple subcutaneous nodules and lymph 
nodes associated with an elevated LDH) for the other 
patient. The initial melanoma staging of the patients who 
had PR was M1a for one patient (multiple subcutaneous 
nodules) and M1c for two patients (one of these patients 
had a subcutaneous nodule, a lymph node and elevated 
LDH). The other patient had multiple lymph nodes and 
bone metastasis).

Table 2 Adverse events of all grade (safety population)

No. of patients 
with at least one 
adverse events

Level dose 
1

Level 
dose 2 Total

N=13 N=6 N=19

13 (100%) 6 (100%) 19 (100%)

Fatigue 9 (69%) 5 (83%) 14 (74%)

Diarrhea 10 (77%) 3 (50%) 13 (68%)

Disease- related pain 9 (69%) 3 (50%) 12 (63%)

Fever 7 (54%) 4 (67%) 11 (58%)

Pain 8 (62%) 2 (33%) 10 (53%)

Nausea/vomiting 7 (54%) 3 (50%) 10 (53%)

Anorexia 6 (46%) 2 (33%) 8 (42%)

Constipation 4 (31%) 3 (50%) 7 (37%)

Colitis 4 (31%) 2 (33%) 6 (32%)

Pruritus 4 (31%) 2 (33%) 6 (32%)

Weight loss 6 (46%) 0 (0%) 6 (32%)

Anemia 2 (15%) 4 (67%) 6 (32%)

Edema of limbs 4 (31%) 1 (17%) 5 (26%)

Dyspnea 3 (23%) 2 (33%) 5 (26%)

Skin eruption 3 (23%) 1 (17%) 4 (21%)

Vitiligo 4 (31%) 0 (0%) 4 (21%)

Hypereosinophilia 3 (23%) 1 (17%) 4 (21%)

Alanine/aspartate 
aminotransferase 
increased

2 (15%) 2 (33%) 4 (21%)

Cough 3 (23%) 1 (17%) 4 (21%)

Lymphedema 3 (23%) 1 (17%) 4 (21%)
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No pseudoprogression was observed among the patients 
treated in this study, nor radiation- induced necrosis or 
edema. Of note, three patients were not evaluable for 
response because they progressed and died before the 
radiologic assessment scheduled in this study.

Treatments administered after the ‘Mel Ipi Rx’ study 
in patients with disease progression are summarized in 
online supplementary figure S3.

Variation of tumor growth rate across lesions
TGR variation for irradiated and non- irradiated lesions 
before and after the treatment was evaluable for 12 
patients (figure 2). A total of 24 non- irradiated lesions 
with up to 5 lesions for one patient were evaluated for 
the REF and EXP- TGRnon- irr (median 2 (IQR 1–3) non- 
irradiated lesions by patient), and 13 irradiated lesions 
for the REF and EXP- TGRirr (one patient had two irradi-
ated lesions). Median reference and experimental period 
were 1.23 (IQR 0.90–1.65 and 2.96 (IQR 2.91–3.20) 
months, respectively. The sum of diameters of lesions at 
the three evaluation times (prebaseline, baseline, first 
evaluation) and corresponding TGR are presented in 
table 3. The EXP- TGR (on treatment) was not correlated 
with the REF- TGR (before treatment) (Spearman’s 
rho=0.11, p=0.73). Decrease of the TGR was −60.03% 
of the tumor size/months (IQR –106.76 to –14.14) for 
irradiated lesions and −52.16 %/month (IQR –84.54 to 
–13.62) for non- irradiated lesions, although the differ-
ence was not significantly different (p=0.82). Response 

Figure 1 Kaplan- Meier median overall survival (A) and 
progression- free survival (B) curves with 95% CI.

Figure 2 (A) Waterfall plot of patients according to the 
variation of tumor growth rate (ΔTGR) between reference 
(before treatment) and experimental period (on treatment). For 
each patient, specific ΔTGR of irradiated and non- irradiated 
lesions are represented. *ΔTGR on treatment >0: lesions 
at the first evaluation are bigger than at baseline. ΔTGR of 
non- irradiated lesions was superior to the irradiated lesion. 
(B) Changes of the sum of diameters of the target lesions 
(irradiated and non- irradiated, respectively) at 3 months (in 
%) compared with the baseline.
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of non- irradiated lesions seemed more representative of 
patient outcomes (vs irradiated lesion): EXP- TGRnon- irr 
was significantly higher in patients with PD. Although the 
number of patients was too low for statistical test, p values 
are shown for information in table 4, figure 2 and online 
supplementary figure S4.

Immune analyses
We analyzed immune parameters in the blood that have 
been previously described to be changed during ipili-
mumab treatment to determine if radiotherapy could 
modify ipilimumab pharmacodynamics.19 20 For CD4+ 
T cell counts and as expected, ipilimumab alone (W4) 
could favor accumulation of TEM, Treg and ICOS+CD4+ 
T cells. Interestingly, at W6 (after ipilimumab+radio-
therapy), only TEM and ICOS+CD4+ T cells remained 
significantly increased, suggesting that combination 
favored accumulation of activated memory CD4+ T cells 

rather than Treg cells. For CD8+ T cell counts, no accu-
mulation could be observed at W4, while augmentation 
of TCM and TEMRA could be depicted between W4 and 
W6, suggesting that adjunction of radiotherapy to ipilim-
umab was more prone to boost these CD8+ T populations 
(online supplementary figure S2). High fold change in 
CD8 from baseline to week 4 was significantly correlated 
with PFS (p=0.0223), but not significantly correlated with 
overall survival (p=0.2355) (online supplementary figure 
S5).

Innate immune cells and NLR (absolute neutrophils 
count (ANC) divided by the number of lymphocytes) 
or dNLR (ANC divided by (the number of white blood 
cells−ANC)) have been shown to have a prognostic 
role in patients treated with immunotherapy and even 
might represent a predictive biomarker of response. We 
took advantage of standard blood tests to determine if 

Table 4 Univariate analysis of tumor growth rate (TGR)

All lesions (n=37) Irradiated lesion (n=13) Non- irradiated lesions (n=24)

Progressive disease Wilcoxon
p value

Progressive 
disease Wilcoxon 

p value

Progressive 
disease Wilcoxon p 

valueNo Yes No Yes No Yes

Sum of diameters prebaseline (mean) 95.00 95.50 0.93 40.25 41.00 0.57 54.75 54.50 1.00

Sum of diameters baseline (mean) 98.38 111.25 0.93 41.13 45.00 0.44 57.25 66.25 1.00

Sum of diameters at first evaluation 
(mean)

60.00 111.25 0.28 24.00 31.25 0.27 36.00 80.00 0.37

REF- TGR (mean) 32.75 40.69 0.37 46.04 24.14 0.73 39.03 71.28 0.55

Exp- TGR (mean) −39.37 −0.22 0.073 −37.57 −29.39 0.93 −45.76 46.82 0.016

ΔTGR (mean) −72.12 −40.91 0.81 −83.61 −53.54 0.93 −84.79 −24.46 0.46

TGR is evaluated in percentage per months. ΔTGR = (EXP- TGR) – (REF- TGR). A negative value corresponds to a slowdown of the tumor growth.

Table 3 Characteristics of lesions evaluated for tumor growth rate (TGR)

Overall Irradiated lesions Non- irradiated lesions
Wilcoxon 
p value

Patients (n) 12 12 12

Lesions (n) (sum) 37 13 24

Lesions (n) (median (IQR)) 3.00 (2.00 to 4.00) 1.00 (1.00 to 1.00) 2.00 (1.00 to 3.00) 0.008

Sum of diameters prebaseline 
(median (IQR))

95.17 (60.58) 36.00 (24.75 to 48.50) 36.50 (15.25 to 101.50) 0.817

Sum of diameters baseline 
(median (IQR))

102.67 (60.70) 34.00 (25.00 to 49.00) 53.00 (15.75 to 104.00) 0.583

Sum of diameters at first 
evaluation (median (IQR))

77.08 (60.42) 20.50 (14.75 to 35.75) 35.50 (13.25 to 66.50) 0.436

REF.period (median (IQR)) 1.23 (0.90 to 1.65) 1.23 (0.90 to 1.65) 1.23 (0.90 to 1.65) 1.000

EXP.period (median (IQR)) 2.97 (2.91 to 3.20) 2.97 (2.91 to 3.20) 2.97 (2.91 to 3.20) 1.000

REF- TGR (median (IQR)) 35.40 (79.01) 6.47 (−8.78 to 43.15) 20.17 (2.62 to 62.98) 0.271

EXP- TGR (median (IQR)) −26.32 (30.03) −34.32 (−57.97 to −13.91) −22.44 (−51.61 to −2.01) 0.603

TGR.diff (median (IQR)) −61.72 (91.73) −52.16 (−84.54 to −13.62) −60.03 (−106.76 to −14.14) 0.817

REF- TGR corresponds to TGR before the start of the treatment. EXP- TGR corresponds to TGR between the start of the treatment and the 
first evaluation (at 3 months).
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neutrophils, monocytes, NLR or dNLR at baseline, W4 
and W6 could correlate with the prognosis in our study. 
ANC or monocytes did not correlate with the prognosis of 
patients while absolute count of lymphocytes significantly 
increased at W6 compared with baseline in only patients 
with a clinical benefit (CR+PR+SD). Both NLR and dNLR 
were significantly lower at W6 only in patients with clin-
ical benefit (online supplementary figure S6). Note that 
we did not found an association with the dose of radio-
therapy (data not shown).

DISCUSSION
In this dose escalation phase 1 study, four patients expe-
rienced DLTs. All the DLTs occurred outside the radi-
ation field. Therefore, it was difficult to assess the role 
of concurrent radiotherapy on the DLTs. The MTD of 
radiotherapy combined with ipilimumab at 10 mg/kg was 
9 Gy. The RPTD of radiotherapy administered in combi-
nation with ipilimumab at 10 mg/kg in patients with 
metastatic melanoma was 9 Gy. A hypofractionated radia-
tion regimen (higher doses per fraction) was used in this 
study. It is usually preferred for melanoma which displays 
low alpha/beta ratio. Our three fractions hypofraction-
ated regimen is in line with the radiation standard in the 
metastatic setting. Moreover, it has been shown recently 
that radiation doses per session inferior to 10 Gy combine 
more favorably with immunotherapy through interferon 
type 1 induction.21 Of note, our study is the only one that 
combines radiotherapy and high dose of ipilimumab 10 
mg/kg.

The incidence of treatment- related AEs was high with 
this combination in our study but numerically similar to 
the incidence reported previously with ipilimumab mono-
therapy at 10 mg/kg. Grade 3 or 4 AEs occurred in 42% of 
patients in our study, whereas they occurred in 47%–55% 
of patients treated with ipilimumab monotherapy at 10 
mg/kg.2 22 23 The overall AE spectrum of the combination 
in this study was consistent with previous findings with 
the drug’s immune- based mechanism of action. The high 
rate of AEs might be partially attributed to the high dose 
of ipilimumab. The dose of 10 mg/kg was chosen based 
on data from the randomized phase 2 trial that compared 
various doses of ipilimumab in patients with advanced 
melanoma, showing the best results with 10 mg/kg. This 
dose is substantially higher than the approved dose of 3 
mg/kg for the treatment of patients with advanced mela-
noma. However, a recent publication that evaluated 3 
mg/kg vs 10 mg/kg demonstrates a higher efficacy of the 
10 mg/kg dose, although more toxic.24 25 Toxicity was not 
observed specifically in the region that was irradiated, 
suggesting that the combination of ipilimumab to radio-
therapy does not affect tolerance to each of those modali-
ties for the range of doses and schedules evaluated in the 
present study.

Although the treatment landscape of advanced mela-
noma has changed with the implementation of pembroli-
zumab, nivolumab, ipilimumab plus nivolumab and 

targeted therapies, this combination of ipilimumab 
plus radiotherapy may have a clinical utility in refrac-
tory patients or patients with unmet medical needs. This 
combination appeared to be associated with a higher anti-
tumor activity compared with ipilimumab monotherapy, 
as illustrated by the high control rate of irradiated metas-
tases and responses in non- irradiated metastases. This 
higher antitumor activity was observed despite the fact that 
the delivered doses of radiotherapy were low, suggesting 
synergetic activity of ipilimumab combined with radio-
therapy. The ORR (31%) was numerically higher than 
the 11% response rate of ipilimumab monotherapy at 
10 mg/kg reported in the phase 2, dose- ranging study in 
patients with pretreated advanced melanoma.2 The clin-
ical benefit was also numerically higher (75%) than the 
50% reported in the prospective clinical study combining 
radiotherapy with ipilimumab at 3 mg/kg.11 Of note, 
the range of radiotherapy doses that we used 9 and 12 
Gy total dose are not likely to induce a major tumor 
response in melanoma underscoring the fact that the 
response of both the non- irradiated and the irradiated 
lesions might reflect a favorable interaction between ipili-
mumab and radiotherapy. However, it is inherently diffi-
cult to compare efficacy of the combination therapy with 
ipilimumab monotherapy as the study design, number 
of patients included and patient demographics differ 
among studies. We evaluated the interest of the TGR to 
estimate the specific effect of the irradiation by assessing 
the evolution (growth rate) of the irradiated lesion 
compared with a group of non- irradiated target lesions 
for the same patient. While the number of patient was 
too low to be able to draw conclusion due to the lack of 
power, it was interesting to see that the variation of TGR 
of non- irradiated lesions after treatment could be more 
important than for irradiated lesion (ΔTGRnon- irr deeper 
than ΔTGRirr), despite the direct additive effect of radio-
therapy. This may be related to the synergistic effect of 
radiation and immunotherapy on non- irradiated lesions 
(abscopal effect), although it could also be related to a 
transitory edema- related increase size of the irradiated 
lesion following stereotactic radiotherapy which could 
have reduce the ΔTGRirr.

26 27

Ipilimumab combined to radiotherapy was able to 
clearly increase CD4+ and CD8+ICOS+ T cells. These 
results are aligned with previous studies where ICOS 
induction on CD4+ T cells during the course of ipilim-
umab treatment has been proposed as a biomarker of 
ipilimumab efficacy in patients with cancer.28–30 More-
over, a statistically significant association was reported 
between a high fold change in CD8 from baseline to week 
4 and PFS, and a positive trend in terms of overall survival 
was reported in patients with a high fold change in CD8 
from baseline to week 6.

Systemic inflammatory status has been closely correlated 
with worse prognosis; NLR and dNLR are known prog-
nostic factors in patients with cancer. The dNLR might be 
more relevant since it includes monocytes and other gran-
ulocyte subpopulations. High dNLR has been associated 
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with shorter survival in patients with several tumor types, 
including melanoma. In melanoma, dNLR of 3 or greater 
had an independent negative effect on survival in patients 
treated with ipilimumab.30 31 In our study, it seems that 
adjunction of radiotherapy to ipilimumab enhanced the 
decrease of dNLR as well as NLR only in responding 
patients. Thus, normalization of the inflammatory status 
of patients might be an important feature to achieve clin-
ical response when treated with ipilimumab.

These complementary analyses regarding immune 
parameters are of interest but have limitations due to 
the low number of patients and should be confirmed in 
larger cohort in the future since no multivariate analysis 
could be performed.

CONCLUSIONS
Our data suggest that a subset of patients may benefit 
from combination therapy and that immune response 
biomarkers may be useful for early evaluation of response 
to therapy. These results are aligned with recent data 
reported in metastatic non- small- cell lung cancer, 
where radiotherapy combined with CTLA-4 blockade 
induced systemic antitumor T cells, with significant ORR 
(18%) and disease control (31%), suggesting abscopal 
response.32 These results highlight the importance of 
continued clinical investigations to assess the response 
of radiotherapy combined with immunotherapy and 
also pave the way for non- ablative radiotherapy doses in 
combination with immunotherapy.
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